Weighted inequalities for fractional derivatives (= fractional order Hardy-type inequalities) have recently been proved in [4] and 1]. In this paper, new inequalities of this type are proved and applied. In particular, the general mixed norm case and a general twodimensional weight are considered. Moreover, an Orlicz norm version and a multidimensional fractional order Hardy inequality are proved. The connections to related results are pointed out.
INTRODUCTION
Using the notation Ilflls,o for the norm in the weighted Lebesgue space L (0, cx; w) L (w), (fo0 )l/s llfll,,,o If(t)lSw(t)dt with 1 < s < cx and w w(t) a weight function on (0, x), the Hardy inequality can be expressed in the form Ilullq,o0 <_ Cllu'llp,, (1.1) 25 with a constant C > 0 independent of u, i.e., under certain conditions, the weighted Lq-norrn of the function u can be estimated by a suitable weighted LP-norm of its (first order) derivative uI.
The natural question arises whether it is possible to extend inequality (1.1) to "fractional order derivatives" u (z) with 0 < ) < 1, i.e., under what conditions we can derive inequalities of the type (1.2) and/or IluXllq,0 Cllu'llp,w. (1. 3)
The first problem which arises is how to understand the expression Ilu(Z)llq,w. Let us mention that for the "non-weighted" case (i.e., for w(t) =_ [[u(X) lls= Ix yll+Zs dxdy ,1 < s < cxz, O < ) < 1.
(1.4) For this special case, the following inequality holds:
lu(x)lPx-XPdx < C p lit Ix y[l+Zp dxdy which is inequality (1.2) for the special case (1.5) p q, wx(x) =--1, wo(x) x -xp. Inequality (1.5) was derived by Grisvard [2] Notice that the additional term u (0) at the left hand side of (1.6) is essential since the integral on the left hand side of (1.5) Up to now, we dealt with the case p=q and all inequalities mentioned above can be derived more or less directly. Another approach using the theory of interpolation of Banach spaces was used in [4] 
For later purposes we also state the following slight improvement of the recent result by Kufner fo fofo
and C p 2 p-1 max(l, Cp) with Cp <_ B pP (p 1) 1-p.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to that of Proposition 1 in [4] but for the reader's convenience we present here the details.
Proof First we use an idea by Grisvard [2] (cf. also p. 261 in Triebel [9] ) and define
Obviously, g() u(z) and
and we conclude that u(y) g(y)
g(x) dx.
x Therefore by using the inequality la + bl p <_ 2p-I(IaIP -q-IblP), the assumption (2.1) and Hardy's inequality (see, e.g., [7] ) we obtain that
where Wo (x) wo(x) + CpX-Pll)I (x). Therefore, by denoting W1 (x) wo(x) + x -p Wl (x) and using (2.3) we find that 
The main result of this section reads as follows: THEOREM 3.1 and But it follows also directly from part (i) using the following symmetry argument: Since for h(x, y) lu(x) u(y)lPlx yl --xp we have h(x, y) h(y, x), the fight hand side in (4.2) satisfies h(x, y)w(x, y)dxdy h(x, y)w(y, x)dxdy.
If we denote for tOl (X, y) w(y, x) by Wl(x) the function, which corresponds to tO1 as W corresponds to tO, we have that Wl(x) W(x), and now we proceed as in the proof of part (i) with W1 instead of W. w(Ix Yl)lx y1-1-xp we obtain another inequality of the Burenkov-Evans type (see Theorem 2.1). In particular by using this result with w(x) x we rediscover the inequality (2.7). pxl+.p CO(x, y)dxdy.
A GENERALIZATION TO THE ORLICZ NORM
In this section we will modify inequalities (1.5) and (2.6), i.e., the case with power weights x , using the norm in a suitable Orlicz space.
For this purpose, let P be a Young function satisfying the A2-condition. Then it is well-known that there exists a/ > 0 such that for all K > 1, P(ct) <_ tc P(t). 
